ORGANISATION OF RAILWAY SECTOR IN SLOVENIA

MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE

SLOVENIAN INFRASTRUCTURE AGENCY - railway infrastructure development

INSPECTORATE OF INFRASTRUCTURE - inspectorial supervision over the implementation

RAILWAY TRANSPORT AGENCY - national safety authority; supervision of safety conditions of the rail system, recognition of the training, overseeing the register of railway vehicles, issuing train driver license, checking the competence of workshops for the maintenance of railway vehicles.

AKOS - Agency for communication networks and services – independent railway regulatory body

SLOVENIAN RAILWAY COMPANY – holding structure:
- infrastructure manager – PSO
- maintenance and train path allocation
- railway passenger transport – PSO
- railway passengers service
EVOLUTION OF RAILWAY COMPANY

- 1991 – SŽ - joint stock company – state owned (Supervisory Board 9 members (4 appointed by the government 5 workers, the president appointed by the parliament)
- SŽ the shape of related companies in 1993 – concern company (infrastructure become state owned)
- Act Amending SŽ Company Act (year 2010)
  - regulated the amount and terms of the guarantee granted by the Republic of Slovenia for the restructuring of the liabilities of Holding SŽ;
  - take over a portion of the SŽ Holding’s debt in relation to the purchase of passenger trains and related capital increase;
  - recapitalization of the Holding SŽ with a cash contribution
  - the amount of funds provided by the Republic of Slovenia for the personnel restructuring of company as part of the business rehabilitation
QUALITY OF SERVICE:

- online ticket sales, mobile applications, wi-fi
- Integrated public transport

DEVELOPMENT OF RAILWAY PASSANGERS TRANSPORT
EU INFLUENCE

- Awarding and financing of PSO contracts ?
- Free access to railway network

role of regulatory bodies
LESSONS LEARNED

It is important to be on time!

THANK YOU